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By I.

l&om a study of

Irving Pinkel and Edmund G. Rosenberg

many crash deceleration records, a simplified model
of a crash deceleration pulse is suggested which incorporates the essen-
tial properties of the pulse. The model pulse is considered to be made
up of a base pulse on which are sup=imposed one or more secondary pulses
of shorter duration. The results of a mathematical analysis of the seat-
passenger deceleration in response to the airplane deceleration pulse is
provided. On the basis of this information,presetied as working charts,
the maximum deceleration loads experienced by the seat and passenger in
response to the airplane deceleration pulse cam be computed. This maxi-
mum seat-passengerdeceleration is found to depend on the natural.fre-
quency of the seat containing the passenger, considered as a mass-spring
system.

Seat failure is considered to be a progressive process, which begins
when the seat is deformed beyond the elastic limit. Equations are pre-
sented which relate the energy availshle to deform the seat beyond the
elastic limit to the maximum seat-passengerdeceleration, seat natural
frequency, sad seat strength. A method is presented that shows howto
arrive at a conkd.nationof seat strength, natural frequency, and ability
to absorb energy in deformation beyond the elastic limit to allow the
seat to serve without failure through an airplane decel=ation pulse
taken as the design requirement. These qualities of the seat canbe ob-
tained from measurements msde under static conditions.

the
and

Data are presented &omfull-s&le laboratory and crash studies on
deceleration loads measwed on dumyp=se%ers in seats of standard
novel design. The general trends indicatedby theory are obtained.

INTRODUCTION

Crash measurements show that the deceleration imposed on the seat in
a crash is highly irregular, and the question is raised What is the re-
lation between the properties of a seat measured under static conditions
and its ability to hold the passenger through this decelwation?” The
first part of this paper is concerned with the answer to this question.

— —— — —..-— ——



2 NACA TM 3777

Crash measurements showed periods of high deceleration lasting for “
several tenths of a second separated by longer time intervals during
which the decelerationwas below 3 or 4 g‘s. Since airplane seats are
built to withstand deceleration loads above 9 g‘s, seat failure will

$,.,

usually occur during the short-durationhigh-decelerationphase of the
crash. For this reason, interest in this paper centers on this high-
deceleration phase. A typical crash record of this high-deceleration
periOa is shown in figure l(a). Its highly oscillatory and irregular
character is apparent.

The sea+ is the structural link between the fuselage floor and the
passenger. The force required to decelerate the passenger is applied by
the seat, usually through the seat belt or seat back. If the passenger
were fastened rigidly to the seat and the seat rigidly to the floor, then
the passenger, seat and floor would move as a unit. The deceleration
shown in figure 1(a~, measured on the floor, would appear everywhere on
the seat and passeng=. The seat deceleration loads would be known at
once from the measured floor deceleration. If the peak deceleration here
w-e 10 gYs and the seat were designed for 12 g1s, the seat would be work-
ing within safe limits. Actually, however, the seat is not rigid. It is
made of flexible memb=s. Also, the passenger is loosely connected to the ‘
seat at the moment of crash.

Seat flegibility is considered fhat, and the passenger is assumed
tightly coupled to the seat. The passenger end the seat form a mass-
spring system indicated schematically in figure 2(a). The pedestal of
the seat forms the spring attached to the floor, and the passenger con-
stitutes the mass. When the passenger sits lightly in the seat, it has
its normal shape. However, when the seat restrains the passenger with
a large holding force in a crash, the seat distorts, as shown in exagger-
ated form in figure 2(b). The holding force F on the passenger grows
as the seat distorts in the msmner shown in figure 3. The straight-line
portion of the curve is given by the expression

F =kx (1)

where k is the elastic constant of the seat and x is the seat distor-
tion. The important point is that the passenger-holding force develops
as the seat distorts, and this distortion takes time to gKow.

For the purpose of this paper, the design strength of the seat is
defined as the force Fd that distorts the seat to its elastic limit

%“ The term ~ is called the design distortion. As long as the seat

distortion remains within the elastic limit, it will return to its orig-
inal shape when the holding force F is relieved. E Xd is exceeded,
then the seat is permanently deformed. The process of seat failure has
begun. Seat failure is consideredto be a ~ogressive process in which the

Permanent deformation of the seat grows to the point where the link be-
tieen the passenger and the floor is broken.

r
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The design strength of a seat is often quoted in terms of the pas-
senger deceleration the seat will hold, expressed in gravitational units.
If M is the mass of the passenger, then the design strength of the seat
As,d expressed in gravitational units is ~,d = FJM, where Fd is given

in pounds-force and M is given in pounds-mass. For simplicity, the
seat is taken to be without mass compsred with the passenger, who is
assumed to weigh 200 pounds. The seat distortion x is measured at the
point of application of the passenger-holding force. For a forward-facing
passenger, this point is the seat-belt-attachmentfitting on the seat.
For a rearward-facingpassenger, the holding force is distributed over
the seat backas shown in figure 2(b). 5e point at which the seat dis-
tortion should be measured is determined by the moment of the passenger’s
mass with respect to the seat floor attachment. This point is approxi-
mately 1 foot above the seat pan.

Data indicate that the natural frequency of a seat camying a 200-
pound passenger wouldbe less than 20 cycles per second. IYomtheory,it
is known that spring-mass systems having this low natural frequency will
not move appreciably in response to the high-frequency co~onents of the
floor deceleration, which are of the order of 100 cycles per second h
figure l(a).

If these unimportant high-frequency oscillations in the deceleration
trace are filtered out and only those oscillations up to 50 cycles per
second are left, the prominent features of the deceleration trace become
evident in figure l(b). The main crash pulse ~ this case appears to be
made up of a base pulse of about 0.6-second duration surmountedby a few
short-duration secondary pulses that rise to about twice-the magnitude of
the base pulse. In general, the decel=ation canbe considered to be
composed of a base pulse having one or more secondary pulses, which may
be of a magnitude greater or less than the base pulse. The secondary
pulses may occur anyWhere on the base pulse. Because the actual deceler-
ation cannot be specified more exactly, a model for the deceleration is
adopted which is made up of abase pulse and a secondary pulse timed to
produce the maximum seat load. This time will vsry according to the case
and need not be specified now. Seats designed to withstand this model
deceleration best will also serve best in an actual crash.

SYMBOIS

A _it* of deceleration, g‘s (As = ~,-)

a deceleration, function of time, g’s

E energy of seat distortion, ft-lb

F seat-holdingforce, lb

.
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frequency of airpl&ne deceleration half-sine pulse, cycles/see

natural frequency of seat-passenger system, cycles/see

elastic constant of seat, lb/ft

mass of passenger, lb

period of natural oscillation of seat-passenger system, l/fn

time, sec

airplane velocity, ft/sec

relative velocity between seat and airplane, ft/sec

seat distortion, ft or in.

airplane deceleration rise time, sec

t-.

Subscripts:

a airplane

d design

max maximum

s seat

SEAT RESPONSE TO DECELERATION PULSE

The iumediate concern is the response of the passenger and seat to
the prominent deceleration pulse. To simplify the present discussion,
only the main base pulse is considered, assuming that it is a sine wave run-
ning for one-half’of 1 complete cycle. It is instructive to conrparehow
the fuselage floor supporting the seat”and the seat behave in response to
this deceleration. In the remainder of this discussion, the term a~lane
deceleration is considered to be synonymous with fuselage-floor decelera-
tion and seat deceleration to be synonymous with passenger deceleration.

Airplane-Seat Deceleration Relation .

In the upper part of figure 4 is shown the half-sine atrplane decel-
eration pulse as a function of time. The lower part shows the airplane
velocity during the pulse. At the beghning of the deceleration the

———. . -— -.— —. —..—. . — ---- —--. . --
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airplane has an initial velocity indicated by the intercept of the veloc-
ity curve with the ordinate axis. As the airplane decelerates, its veloc-
ity falls, the slope of the velocity curve at any the being equal to the
magnitude of the deceleration at the same time. The rate of change of
the velocity is a maximum when the deceleration peaks. When the decelera-
tion is over, the airplane velocity is reducedby an amount numerically
equal to the area under this deceleration-time curve.

Now consider the passenger in a rearwaxd-facing seat, chosen rearward
only because it eliminates the complicating factor of passenger flexure
over the seat belt that occurs in a forward-facing direction. At the
onset of the airplane decelmtion, the seat distortion is small because
this distortion requires time to develop. The passenger-holdingforce
and, consequently,his deceleration are small also. The passenger veloc-
ity exceeds the airplane velocityby virtue of the lower passenger decel-
eration. At the point where the a3r@ane and passenger decelerations
cross, both have the same deceleration and the velocity curves are par-
allel. After the airplane deceleration is over, the airplane moves with
uniform velocity, but the passenger continues to decelerate because he
has a velocity higher than that of the airplane. At the peak of the pas-
senger deceleration curve, the
passenger attains the velocity
tion of the seat aibsides, the
senger, and his velocity drops

The point of madmum seat

seat has its maximum distortion and the
of the airplane. As the elastic deforma-
decelerating force still acts on the pas-
below the airplane veloci~.

stress occurs when the seat distortion is
greatest.- This point is at the top of the passenger deceleration curve.
As this point is approached, the seat is in greatest danger.of failure.
For this reason, in the discussion that follows attention is fixed on
this point of maximum passenger deceleration.

The time lag between the peak airplane and peak seat decel-ations
is related to the maximum vel.ocityacquiredby the seat with respect to
the airplane in the following way: The seat velocity, with respect to
the airplane, increases as long as the seat deceleration is less than
that of the airplaae. If the airplane and seat decelerations are plotted
on the same time base, as in figure 5, the area between the airplane and
seat deceleration curves shows the variation of the relative seat velocity
with time. Starting at zero time, the seat deceleration is less than the
a~lane deceleration until time t = T1 is reached when the two decel-

eration curves cross. The velocity acquiredby the seat with respect to
the airplane is givenby the expression

(2)

This integral is numerically equal to the shaded area between the two
deceleration curves to the left of their intersectionpoint (fig. 5).
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The relative seat velocity Av decreases when the seat deceleration
rises above the airplane deceleration after time t = T1. As long as
Av is positive, the seat distortion wtll grow. The passenger-holding
force and, consequently,the seat deceleration will increase with this
distortion in accordance with the previous discussion. The seat deceler-
ation will ticrease, therefore, until all the relative seat velocity
acquired before t = T1 is cancelled during the higher-seat-deceleration
phase after t =%. The seat deceleration will reach itsmsximum when
Av falls to zero, and the increase in seat distortion ends at time
t = T2. Since the relative velocity acquired up to t = T1 has been
cancelled in the time T2 - Tl, then

f
‘1 (aa - as) dt =

r
‘2 (a~- aa) dt

t=o t=~
(3)

The peak seat deceleration occurs when the area between the seat and air-
plane deceleration curves to the right of their intersection is equal to
that to the left. This is a useful point of view to establish in con-
sidering this subject. ,~,

The question that now arises is, What determines whether the peak
passenger deceleration is less than, equal to, or greater than the peak
airplane decel=ation?’

Lf
A mathematical analysis shows that the relative

_tudes of thepasse~er and atrplane decelerations depend on the ratio
of the natural frequency of the seat to the frequency of the half-sine-
wave deceleration pulse. This frequency is takento be equal to that of
the continuous sine wave from which the airplane half-wave deceleration
pulse is taken.

The dependence of maximum seat deceleration infrequency ratio
appears in figure 6(a). Plotted along the abscissa is the ratio of seat
natural frequency to airplane deceleration frequency, and along the
ordinate is the ratio of peak seat deceleration to peak airplane deceler-
ation. The peak passenger deceleration is less than the peak airplane
decelerations long as the frequency ratio is less than 0.52. Between
a frequency ratio of 0.52 smd 5.0 the peak passenger deceleration is
greater than that of the airplane. The peak passenger deceleration can
be nearly 1.8 times the peak airplane deceleration. For frequency ratios
above 5, the peak passenger and airplane decelerations are about equal.

It willbe useful in future discussion to replot the data in figure
6(a) in the form shown in figure 6(b), in which the airplane deceleration
frequency is the ordinate and the natural frequency of the seat is the
abscissa. Lines of constant frequency ratio f~fa are straight lines
in this plot. To each of these Unes, a value for A~& is assignable
from the original plot (fig. 6(a)). The zones of attenuated, ampltiied,
and normal passenger response are ma~ed as wedge-shaped zones. This

.,
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plot shows that a seat with a low natural frequency will operate in the
amplification zone over a narrower range of airplane deceleration fre-
quencies than the stiffer seats of high natural frequency. The stiffer

. seats have the advantage of operating in the normal zone for a wider
range of

Two
strength
tO rd.

where k

airplane decel=ation frequencies.

Factors Governing Natural lYegpency of Seat

seat-designfactors govern seat natural frequency: design seat “
Fd and the seat distortion ~ that occurs under a load equal
The natural frequency of the seat is given by the expression

4fq7--fn=~ :2

=F~~ and M= 200 pOUlldS= 200/32

stitutions are made,equation (4) has the form

r Fd
fn=& ‘W=k

SinCe F#=As,d. The variation of seat

strength and deformation given by equation

(4)

slugs. When these sub-

(5)

natural frequency with seat

(5) isplottedinfjure 7.
If the design distortion ~ is 1 inch, the natural frequency of the
seats ramges from 7 to 17 cycles per second for seats ranging in strength
from5 to 30 g’s. If the destgn distortion is increased to 12 inches,
about the practical maximum for airplanes, the natural frequency declines
to 2 cycles per second for the 5-g seat and 5 cycles per second for the
30-g seat. In general, most aircraft seats carrying a 200-pound passenger
will have a natural frequency less than 20 cycles per second.

.-

Seat Response to a Base Deceleration Pulse

A brief study of the seat response to a single half-sine pulse raises
some important aspects of the seat-designproblem. In this study the
effect of the duration of the deceleration pulse on the maximum seat
deceleration is examined.

Two of the several factors dtiining the severity of a deceleration
pulse are the airplane velocity change that occurs over the pulse and the
peak deceleration attained. If the pulse has a pure half-sine form, the
change in airplane velocity AV is given by the expression

AV= ;&t (6a)

—. . .—— —.——-
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whwe & is the
expressed in feet

amplitude of the air@ape half-sine deceleration pulse, I
per seconds squared and- t is

Since the period of the sine wave from which the
is equal to 2t, the frequency fa is equal to
this equality in equation (6a) yields the useful

AV=~

the total pulse duration.
half-sine pulse is taken
l/2t. Substitution of
equation

*

(ah) b-l
o

The change in airplane velocity during a pulse is plotted in figure 8
with the ordinate scale linear for fa and a linear abscissa scale for
&. A second ordinate scale for the time duration of the pulse t is
nonlinear. TMs scale corresponds to the values of fa through the
relation

t = * (given previously)

The remainder of figure 8 is a repeat of the seat-responseplot
shown in figure 6(b) with the ordinate fa couunonto both plots.

By mesas of figure 8 it is possible to explore the manner in which
the maximum seat deceleration varies with the change in airplane velocity
produced by the deceleration pulse. Assume that the performance of a
seat designed for 10 g‘s in an airplane deceleration pulse whose ampli-
tude & is 10 g‘s is to be determined. Assume also that the seat in-
volved has a natural frequency of 8 cycles per second. With reference to
the right side of figure 8, a half-sine airplane deceleration pulse of
10-g amplitude that produces a veloclty change of 120 feet per second
lasts for 0.6 second and has a frequency of about 0.8 cycle per second.
The left side of the plot shows that a seat with a
8 cycles per second will have a normal response to
of a frequency of 0.8 cycle. This means that that
a 10-g peak deceleration for which it is designed.

Now consider what happens in another airplane

natural frequency of
a deceleration pulse
seat will ~erience

deceleration pulse
whose amplitude Aa is also 10 g’s, but whose time duration is only 0.12
second. The change in airplane velocity AV in this case is only 25
feet per second in contrast to the first case for which AV was 120 feet

.

per second. The frequency of the airplane deceleration pulse fa is now
about 4 cycles per second. The seat with a natural frequency of 8 cycles
per second would be operating in the zone of figure 8 where the peak seat
deceleration is amp15fied, A~&>~. For the airplane deceleration pulse
that produced a AV of 25 feet per second, the seat would be overstressed.
Yet, the previous case showed that it would serve without overstress in a ..
deceleration pulse that produced a AV of 120 feet p= second, the au@i-
tude of the deceleration pulse being the same in both cases.
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The reason for this seemingly anomalous result is related to the .
necessity for the seat to distort before the seat deceleration develops.
Consider now the two airplsne deceleration pulses of the same amplitude
shown in figure 9. The pulse of short duration, which produces a rela-
tively small change in airplane velocity, is shown in figure 9(a). Since
the pulse has short duration, it rises quickly to its peak value. The
seat deceleration develops more slowly because of the time required for
the seat to distort. The undesirable veloci~ difference develops between
the seat and the airplane that can produce a peak seat deceleration greater
than the peak airplane deceleration. This condition corresponds to the
deceleration pulse that produced a change in airplane speed of 23 feet
per second.

The long-durationpulse that produces the large change in airplane
velocity is shown in figure 9(b). The airplane deceleration rises grad-

1 ually to its peak value because of the long pulse duration. For this
reason, the seat has time to distort azuidevelop its deceleration without
appreciable lag. The seat deceleration cam follow the airplane decelera-
tion quite faithfully, and the velocity difference responsible for over-
shoot of the seat deceleration does not develop. These considerations
emphasize the important role that the rate of rise of the airplane decel-
eration plays in determining the maximum seat deceleration.

Model of Deceleration Pulse for Seat Design

Since the rate of rise of the airplane deceleration proved to be an
important quality, it is necess~ to describe the airplane deceleration
more accurately. The half-sine pulse used up to now has serious limita-
tions. The model used for the deceleration pulse must include a descrip-
tion of the rate of rise as well as the magnitude and duration.

A proposed model for the airplane deceleration that approximates
better actual deceleration measurements is shown in figure 10. The base
deceleration pulse is divided into three time zones: a rise time during
which tie aalane deceleration grows to niaximumvalue, a dwell during
which the deceleration has a constut value, and a decay time taken equal
to the rise time. It is recognized that there is no necessary relation
between the rise and decay tius. However, peak seat decelerations will
most likely occur during the dwell. For this reason, the decay time is
not as important as the rise time. Very little is lost by the convenience
gained by equating the rise and decay times.

As before, secondary pulses are superimposed on the base pulse. The
secondary pulse may vary considerably in shape. A half-sine pulse rep-
resents a reasonable approximation for the secondary pulses which are of
short duration compared with the base pulse. Secondary pulses may appear
anywhere on the base pulse and may attain peak magnitudes greater than
that of the base pulse.

. .- ..— ___ ___ —___ ._. ..
.

—. .-—.
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.

The importance of the dwell in the base pulse in determining maximum “
seat deceleration is illustrated schematically in figure U(a). The base
deceleration pulse is given by the curve ABDEF. Shown also is a half-
sine pulse ‘ABHJChaving the ssme rise time and peak magnitude.

:,
The mex-

imum seat decelerations obtained with each pulse, which dtifer only be- E
cause of the dwell time, are compared. w

o

Consider first the seat response to the half-sine pulse. Assume
that the situation shown in figure 9(a) applies; the seat deceleration
lags the airplane deceleration appreciably. The seat deceleration devel-
ops along the curve AU (fig. U.(a)). The area between the half-sine
airplane deceleration pulse and the seat decel=ation curve, area 1, rep-
resents the relative veloci~ acqutied by the seat. This velocity carries
the seat deceleration beyond point J until area 2 between the seat decel-
eration curve and the airplane deceleration pulse is equal to erea 1, in
accordance with the earlier discussion. Maximum seat deceleration is
attained at point L where the seat deceleration has about the ssme value

I

as the peak airplane deceleration for the case shown.

The seat response to the long-duration airplane deceleration pulse
ABDEF, which has the same rise time and peak magnitude as the U-sine
pulse, develops initially along the line AK. Because the long-duration
pulse maintains the peak deceleration beyrmd point B, the seat decelera-
tion follows curve AKHD beyond pint K. The seat velocity relative to
the airplane grows continuously up to point D. After point D the seat
deceleration continues to grow by virtue of this relative velocity and
attains values greater than the a~lane deceleration. The seat decelera-
tion grows until mea 3, between the seat deceleration curve and the air-
plane deceleration curve, is equal to that before point D (apwoximatel.y
equal to area 1). Since the airplane deceleration dwells at its maximum
value, the seat decel=ation must climb to point G in order to develop
this area. This dwell is responsible for the seat deceleration attaining
a maximum value at point G significantly ~eater than its value at point
L in response to a half-sine pulse.

The ratio of maximum seat deceleration to maximum airplane decelera-
tion for a base deceleration pulse having a dwell.time appreciably longer
than the rise time is given to a useful approximation in this problem in
figure U.(b), taken from reference 1. The values for As/& in this
figure - computed on the assumption that the rise-time portion of the
airplane deceleration pulse has the cycloidal shape shown on the figure.
In view of the variety of possible sbpes for this curve that may actually
appear in crash, further refinement in the defini’~ionof the rise-time
curve is not justified. In figure n(b), the term ‘c is the rise time
and T is the period of the natural seat oscillation; the term T is

.

related to the seat natural frequency through the expression

T = l/f*

.—.-— -..——— . ..-. — —-—. — ____ __ ___ ——-— ——.
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According
twice the peak
oscillation is

to figure U(b) the peak seat deceleration can be equal to
a~lane deceleration when the period of the seat natural.
large compared to the rise time for the airplane decelera-

tion. When the ratio of $0
is greater than 2, the airplane and seat de-

In
$ celebrationpeaks are about the same. Since the ratio ~ increases with

seat stiffness for a given airplane deceleration rise time, stiff seats
will give lower seat decelerations than
frequency.

~

$
y ENERGY AVAIXABIE FOR

flexible seats

SEAT FAIIURE

Of iOw nat~d

.
g There remains one major area that requdres discussion before the—

a~roach to seat design proposed in this report can be presented. This
srea treats the questions, “What is the energy avaikble for breaking the
seat, and how much is required?” While the treatment of these questions
given here is admittedly approximate, the basic considerations involved
are presented in their proper perspective and emphasis.

A case for which this treatment holds quite well is considered
first● The airplane deceleration pulse has abroad dwell (fig. 12), and
the seat deceleration lags the airplane deceleration to produce the over-
shoot shown in the figure. me velocity of the seat relative to the air-
plane acquired by the time the deceleration curves cross at point D commits
the seat deceleration to grow to AS,=. E the seat distortion XIUSX

associated with As,- is within the elastic limit of the seat, then

the energy of seat deformation ~ is givenby the expression

%X= +&X (7)

This is the expression for the potential energy contained in an elastic
system distorted an amount ~.

It is important to note that the quantity & is predetermined%y

the time the seat-deceleration curve crosses the airplane deceleration
curve at point D. At this point, the sum of the potential energy of seat
distortion and the kinetic energy represented by the velocity of the seat
relative to the a~lane is equal to ~. This is the energy available

to stretch the seat to -. H the seat can distort elastically and

absorb this energy, the seat does not suffer. However, M the elastic
limit of the seat is exceeded before ~ is completely convertedto

potential energy of seat distortion, then a residue of energy is available
to destroy the seat. This residue is equal to the difference between
~ and I!& where ~ is the potential energy contained in the seat

when distorted to its elastic limit ~. Accordingly,

——..——...—— ——. .. . . .
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In order to put this equation into
substitutions are made:

NACA TN 3777

; k(& - X:)=— (8a) - “

more convenient form, the following

= M/is,=

~ (2YUn)2M
=

32

Fd=%=i

This function is plotted in figure 13, with the energy
POUIIdS,the Seat d.esig’tIstrength Fd in POUI& forCe,

mass M equal to 200 pounds mass.

I -1

given in foot-
and the passenger

Equation (Eh) is quite accurate as long as the design strength of the
seat As,d is greater than the magnitude of the airplane deceleration

pulse. Howew?r, if As,d is less than the value of the airplane decele-
ration, then the seat acquires a velocity relative to the airplane which
differs from that implied by equations (8a) and (8b). If the stiffness
of the seat declines after the elastic limit is exceeded, then the seat
will acquire a higher velocity than it would if the stdffness were main-
tained. This higher velocity is related to the time lag involved in the
development of the seat deceleration force associated with seat distortion
discussed e=lier. The higher velocity acqutred by the seat increases the
energy avaiUble for destroying it. ~ the seat stiffness increases after
the elastic limit is exceeded, then the velocity of the seat relative to
the airplane is less than it would be if the original stiffness were main- . -
tained. The energy available to destroy the seat is reduced below that
given by equations (tla)and (8b). However, these egpations give a good
approximation to the energy avail.alikto destroy the
and can serve the seat designer with an index of the
should take.

—— .—— -- — ——..——

seat in any case,
direction his design

.—.
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Relation of Seat Destruction Energy to Seat Design

It is a~ropriate now to point out briefly what this seat-destruction
energy does to the seat. This is done with reference to figure 14, which
shows a stress-strain curve for the seat similar to figure 3 carried
beyond the elastic Mmit. Seat destruction is viewed here as aprogres-
sive process that begins when the e@stic limit is exceeded. The seat-
destruction energyis availaMe to stress the seat beyond the elastic
limit. The energy absorbed in seat deformationbeyond the elastic limit
is equal to the area under the stress-strain curve beyond the elastic
limit indicated by the shaded erea in figure 14(a).

A desirable seat is one which maintains ahigh value of bolting
force F as it stretches beyond the elastic limit. The seat shouldbe
capable of appreciable deformation beymd the elastic limit with high
-holding force maintainedto the breaking point as shown in figure 14(a).
Seat failure will not occur if the seat-breaking energy E canbe ab-
sorbed in seat deformation beyond the elastic limit before the breaking

“ point is reached. This condition is illustrated in figure 14(a).

Two undesirable seat-deformationmodes beyond the elastic ldmit me
shown in figure 14(b). Curve A shows high seat-holding force beyond the
elastic limit, but a small allowable deformation before breaking. Such a
curve would be obtained with a seat whose members being deformed are
brittle, or one in which the entire seat load passes through a single
structural element which is the weak link in the stiess chain. Curve B
shows a seat-hold- fcrrcethat declines rapidly with deformationbeyond
the elastic limit. Highly efficient, lightweight, seat structures may
have this quality. Modest changes in the shapes of the menibersof these
seats sometimes result in the rapid deterioration in holding force ilhs-
tratedby curve B.

PRCIPOSEDAPPROAC!HTO SEAT DESIGN

The three principal qualities of a seat that relate to its ability
to hold a passenger through a deceleration pulse are the seat natural
fieqpency, its static strength, and its ability to absorb energy in de-
formation beyond the elastic limit. The pro%lem now is to determine a
set of magnitudes for these qualities that will produce a seat that will
serve for a deceleration pulse of given description. Presumably, this
deceleration pulse is the design requh?ement for the seat.

Design Values of Airplane Deceleration Pulses

!-
A study of the airplane deceleration records obtained during the

crash-researchprogram suggests the description of crash deceleration
pulses shown in table I. The severity of the crash pulse is indicatedby
the approximate airplane velocity change produced by the pulse. The pulse
is made up of abase pulse and a secondary pulse of the type shown in

-—.. __ _ .— . .—— — —— ——-- —- — — . . ——— -
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figure 10. A variety of pulses can occur in a crash to yoduce a given ‘“
airplane velocity change. The values of the pulse components given in
table I are considered to %e quite severe from the standpoint of the seat,
and yet are consistent with crash measurements. Some of the values given ‘
are taken &ectly from cresh data. Others are obtained from a study of
the trends shown by a sfistantial cymnti~ of information obtained during t
the crash progrsm. This is psrtic-ly true fw the more severe crash z
pulses.

The decelerationpulses listed in table I are grouped under transport
and cargo headings. The transport categ~ includes the modern pressurized
low-wing or middle-wing a3rplane. The c=go category applies to the high-
wing unpressurized airplane such as the C-82 packet from which some of the
data given in the table were obtained. A cargo drplane of this type is
shown in the table to have lower maximum deceleration than the transpcmt.
This difference results from the fact that the belly structure-ofthis
cexgo type is too soft to dig deeply into the ground on crash. The air-
plane deceleration produced by ground-plowing and tearing of the soft
belly structure reaches modest values therefore.

The strong belly of the pressurized tianspmt will dig more deeply
into the ground upon crash. Exposed metiers of the airplane structure
thet engage the ground sre stronger than those of the cargo airplane con- ,
sidered here. Larger loads between these menibersand the ground can
develnp before failure of these menibersoccurs.

Because of the greater st3ffness of the transport structure, it will
rebound after impact and disengage from heavy ground contact more rapidly
then the cargo airplane. The major deceleration pulses will be of shorter
duration for the transport than for the cergo airplane.

Most a@lanes have structures which lie between the two types given.
Some ~udgment is reqyired to determine how to modify the values given in
table I to a@.y to a given airplane. llttle error will be made if the
decelerationpulses listed for the transport =e taken to apply to all. -
luw-wing and middle-wing pressurized transpcmt and cergo airplanes. Un-
pressurized high-wing transport and c=go airplanes can use the decelera-
tion pulses listed fcm the cargo airplane.

The choice of deceleration pulse which seats are to meet depends on
many factors, including seat weight and comfart. All the deceleration
pulses given in table I can be survived if a suitable seat is provided.

The values given in tsble I describe decelerationpulses acting in a
longitudinal direction from front to rear. Lsterel and rearward decelera- ‘
tions-can be assumed to have magnitudes equal to 75 and 50 percent, respec-
tively, of those shown in the lxiblewith the same.time durations. The
change in airplane velocity over these lateral and reerwerd pulses would w
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.
be reduced correspondingly. The deceleration in the vertical direction
can be taken to be the same as those shown in table I.

Rasis of Proposed Approach

The proposed apwoachto seat design is based on equation (8b) in
which the three principal seat qpalities appear together. By means of
equation (Sb) a consistent set of values of the principal seat qpalities
are defined. In making use of equation (8b) it is assumed that the seat
designer knows approximately how the seat strength and stiffness sre
related for the type of seat he makes.

Evaluation of Maximum Seat Deceleration

The maximum seat deceleration AS,- is a key psrameter in equa-
tion (8b). Its evaluation as a function of the seat natural frequency
fn is reqtied. To do this the deceleration pulse for which the seat is

designed to withstand is chosen. Assume that the deceleration pulse is
the one given in table I for a transport airplane velocity change of 80
feet per second. Assume further that, for the moderate degree of accuracy
required in calculations of this type} the seat deceleration may be com-
puted separately for the primary and secondary pulse components with due
regsrd for the phase relation involved. Seat response to the complete
pulse is made up of the sum of the responses to the separate components.
This implies that the seat represents a linear elastic system. Since at-
tention is focused on the seat as its first distortion grows monotonically
to a msximum, the assumption of linearity applies reasonably well. For
reasons discussed later, the seat departs markedly from a linear elastic
system in its oscillation following this first displacement to maximum dis-
tortion. However, friction and other damping of the seat oscillation are
considered to make the seat displacement subsequent to the first peak of
lesser importance.

A method for obtaining the maximum seat deceleration for the half-sine
secondary deceleration pulse is Mscussed previously in this report. This
method makes use of the plot shown in figure 6(b), which is reproduced in
more complete form in the upper half of figure 15(a). As before, the
frequency of the deceleration pulse (secondaryhalf-sine pulse) fa is

plotted as the ordinate and the natural frequency of the seat fn as the

abscissa. The fsmilyof straight lines represents conibinationsof fa

and fn for which the ratio of maximum seat deceleration to maximum air-

plane deceleration have the values assigned to the lines. The duration
of the half-sine pulse is given from table I as 0.03 second. This corre-
sponds to a full-wave frequency of 17 cycles.per second for the case used
in this example. The designer can use figure 15(a) to obtain the ratio
of maximum seat to maximum ah@ane deceleration by drawing a horizontal
line representing fa equalto 17 cycles per second as shown in the fig-

ure. Each intersection of this horizontal line with lines of constant
As/& determines a ratio of maximum seat to maximum airplane deceleration

. ... —..- ___ .— .— -— ~- —_______ .— -..—-— -
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for the corresponding value of the seat natural frequency fn shown on
J,

the abscissa. Since the magnitude of the secondary pulse A.s is given
inlnible 1, it is possible to plot AS in response to this secondary pul.se
as a function of fn from the information given in the chart. This plot
is given in the lower half of figure 1.5(a),where the lower ordinate is
As,max= Notice that the seat response to the secondary half-sine pulse .
increases with seat natural frequency. For this secondsrypulse the lower g

seat natural frequencies would be preferred.

A similar plat canbe made for the seat response to the base airplane
decelerationpulse as a function of seat natural frequency based on the
information provided in figure n(b). This plot provides the second curve
on the lower part of figure I-5(a). For this base puMe the maximum seat
deceleration increases with decreasing values of seat natural frequency
in contavastto the trend for the secon~ pulse.

The secoq pulse can occur anywhere on the base pulse. It is
reasonable to assume that the maximum seat deceleration in response to
the secondary and base pulses will occur at the same time often enough to
consider this to be the design condition for the seat. The total seat 1)
deceleration is obtained by simply adding the maximum seat response to
the secondary and base pulses. The thfid curve in the lower half of fig-
ure 15(a) results. This curve shows that the maximum seat deceleration
AS,- changes little with natural frequency of the seat for the design
conditions chosen. Over the fieauency range the maximum seat deceleration
varies between 40 and 48 g‘s in
of 33 g‘s,being the sum of the
pulse.

The designer’s estimate of
with seat strength provides the

;espoise t; a peak a~lane deceleration
magnitudes of the primary and secondary

the variation of seat natural frequsncy
remaining information required for equa-

tion (8b). Assume that the vsriation of seat strength with seat natural
freauency for the seat type involved has the form shown at the top of
figure 15(b). This is a purely ~othet ical relation. It is used in this
report solely for the purpose of illustrating the method under discussion.
In this figure, seat strengbh is given in terms of force Fd or accelera-
tion As,d. Both forms of expressing seat strength can be used in
equation (tlb).

Since all the quantities required for eqpation (8b) sre given directly
in terms of the seat natural frequency fnj .itis possible to plot the seat
destruction energy E as a function of fn. This is done in the lower

half of figure 15(b) by means of the information given in figmes 15(a)
and (b). The upper and lower curves of figure 15(%) show the cotiination

.

of seat natural frequency, strength, and energy absoz@ion in deformation
beyond the elastic 13mit that are requtred of a seat to serve in the air-
plane deceleration pulse chosen here as the basis for the design. All
these properties can be obtained from measurements made under static con-
ditions. This method of relating the properties of a seat measured under
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static conditions to its ability to
of a deceleration pulse constitutes

serve under the dynamic conditions
a principal objective of this report.

According to the results obtained in figure 15(b), the seat destruc-
tion energyto be ebsorbed E decreases with increasing seat strength.
A seat with a design strength of 20 gls would have to absorb about 3000
foot-pounds before failure H it is to serve this 33-g peak airplane
deceleration. A seat designed for 28 g’s would have to absorb about 900
foot-pounds. This would mean a seat deformation of 0.16 foot beyond the
elastic limit for the seat if it maintained its design holding force Fd

of 5600 pounds over this deformation. If this energy abso?.@ion beyond
the elastic limit is provided before the seat breaks, then this 28-g seat
would serve in this airplane deceleration that reaches a peak of 33 g’s
and stijects the passenger to a maximum deceleration of about 48 g’s. The

1
seat natural frequency would be 11- cycles per second.

2

The two curves of figure 15(b) provide the designer with matched
sets of values for the seat parameter that will serve the design airplane
deceleration pulse. The common tie between these curves is the seat
natural frequency fn. Obviously, it wi~be impossible to provide the

large energy absorption E required for the relatively low-strength
seats indicated in figure 15(b). This requirement limits the choice of
seat parameter sets to those which include values of E that can be
realized in practice.

It is conceivable that special arrangements canbe made in the seat
to provide for extra seat deformationbeyund the elastic limit before the
seat breaks. The amount of intentional.deformation that maybe permitted
is limited by the space between adjacent seats. In transport airplanes
about 1 foot of fore-aft displacement is available to exploit in this way.

Considerations of seat weight and cotiort will further limit the
choice of seat paremeter sets. When seats are designed to hold passengers
in deceleration that approaches human tolerance, the seat natural fre-
quency that keeps the passenger deceleration within the tolerance limit
has obvious merit. In the example given previously, there was little to
gain from a choice of seat natural fregyency. However, for airplane de-
celeration pulses where the secon~ypulse is larger in magnitude than
the base pulse some advantage may a~ear in favor of lower seat
frequencies.

EmmMENTAL SEAT mms

The key role playedby seat natural frequency in determining the
maximum seat deceleration suggested a class of seat that ex@oits this
persmeter to reduce the seat deceleration. This seat makes use of the
fact that the seat deceleration in response to the base airplane decelera-
tion pulse decreases with increasing seat natural frequency as shown in
figures n(b) and 15(a). Seat deceleration in response to the short-
duration secondary pulse decreaaes with decreasing seat natural frequency,

.. .. . —.— —- ——- __—— .. — .—. —- — — .- —— — ——— . ..—
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as shown in figure lS(a). A seat that has both a high- and low-frequency .
range was constructed to determine if some gains in passenger decelera-
tion reduction can be achieved in this way. The seat was tried in the
laboratory and in some of the airplane crashes conducted in this program.

Several forms
natural frequency.

Description of Experimental Seat

of the seat were made which employed two ranges of
The stress-strain curve for these seats had the gen-

eral character shown in figure 16. The seat has large stiffness and;
consequently, high frequency for a holding force up to several thousand
pounds. The high-frequency range corresponds to the force-distortion
line of large slope shown in figure 16. Beyond that value of holding
force the seat stiffness Is reduced considerably’asindicatedby the
marked reduction in slope of the force-distortion line in figure 16. For
this range, the seat has a low natural freqwmcy. Because of this dual
frequency range the seat willbe called a duplex seat.

A seat with this dual frequency range in principle would respond to
an airplane deceleration pulse in the manner shown in figure 17. Because .
of the large stiffness of the seat under low load, the seat deceleration
grows rapidly with displacement and follows the e=ly portion of the air-
plane deceleration pulse quite faithfully. A large difference in velocity
between seat and airplane is avoided in this way and a marked overshoot
of seat deceleration does not occur. Also, when high short-duration
secondary pulses are encountered, the seat will distort into its low-
frequency range and provide some attenuation of the secon~ pulse
deceleration.

A variety of seats were made having elastic properties of the same
general character as that shown in figure 16. There were consid=able
differences among the seats in the stiffness in both the low- smd high-
frequency ranges. However, all the seats had the general form shown in
figure 18. The seat pedestal was made in two parts. One part is a cy-
lindrical floor piece that is fixed to the fuselage floor, and the other
pert is similarly shaped but fixed to the seat pan. The two parts of the
pedestal are joinedhy an elastic band that is prestressed to force them
together. Fbr a seat having the stiffness characteristic shown in figure
16, this prestress force requires that a force of 2400 pounds he applied
to the seat belt or seat backto begin to stretch the elastic band. Seat
distortion under loads less than 2400 pounds takes place through the seat
structure above the pedestal. The seat operates then on the high-
stiffness portion of the curve. When this load exceeds 2400 pounds, the
elastic band stretches and the seat distortion follows the low-stiffness
portion of the curve of figure 16.

Seat psrts above the pedestal are made of air-inflated mbberized J
fabric. These air-inflated metiers are reinforced with lightened aluminum

_ . ———.— - .- --.— —
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structural elements. These elements are shielded from the passenger and
others in adjacent seats by the air-iuflated metiers. The seat maintains
its shape and strength if the air is lost from the inflated metiers.
Because the seat pedestal is cylindrical, it can distort under load in a
horizontal plane, regardless of the direction of the load.

Deceleration Pulse Loads with llxperimentalSeats

Longitudinal loads. - The effect of deceleration pulse loads on
experimental seats was studied esrly in this work to determine whether

#u the advantage of the double seat natursl frequency range just described

s is actually realized. By means of the apparatus shown schematically in
P figure 19, a single deceleration pulse was imposed on a seat of this type
q carrying a 200-pound dummy as passenger. The seat was mounted on aplat-

6 form representi~ the fuselage floor. The platfo?nnwas suspendedby
cable from a high support to form a swing. The dumy passenger, seat,
and swing platfmm were suitsbly fitted with accelerometers,which pro-
vided a continuous deceleration record. The swing deceleration pulse was
producedby displacing it about 12 feet above its rest level and releasing
it to strike the target on wheels shown in figure 19. A typical swing.
deceleration pulse a~ears as the lowest curve on figure 20. The swing
deceleration pulse reached a peak of about 30 g’s. The deceleration
endured for only 0.04 second because of the low velocity of the swing
upon impact with the terget.

The dummy, riding rearward in the duplex seat, experienced a peak
longitudinal hip deceleration of 20 g~s and a longitudinal chest decel-
eration of 12 g’s, as compared with a peak swing deceleration of 30 g’s.
In a rearward-facing seat of this type, which pivots under load from a
point under the passenger, the hips will decelerate more rapidly than the
chest. This results from the fact that the chest and hips travel at the
same speed before the swing decelerates upon impact with the target.
Because the hips lie closer to the point of flexure of the pedestal than
does the chest, the hips are sribjectto a higher deceleration. The me-
chanical reasons for this are beyond the scope of this paper. Since
human vital organs lie close to the chest this effect constitutes an
advantage.

The seat used to obtain the data shown in figure 20 had a lowpre-
stress in the elastic band joining the upper and lower halves of the
seat pedestal. The large time lag between the rise of swing decelera-
tion and that of the dumy’s hips shows that while this seat serves well
for a short-durationpulse it is unsuited for the long-durationbase
pulse described in the previous section of the report. The swing decel-
eration in figure 20 has the character of a secondary pulse for which
the low frequency of the seat has the distinct advantage shown by the
data of figure 20.

.- . .- —...——- —. .— . . -———— ——... ——. ..—- —- .- - -
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A rigid seat of conventional design mounted resrward on the same u

swing produced the data shown in figure 21. The swing was dropped from
a lower elevation than was the case for the data of figure 20. The swing
deceleration now peaks at 22 g~s. The dummy’s hips and chest reached peak
decelerations of 27 and 30 g’s, respectively, showing the ampl~ication
of the airplane deceleration covered emlier in this discussion. This
increase in dummy’s deceleration over that of the swing is in marked con- ~
trast to the decrease reccnxledfor the duplex seat shown in figure 20.

vertical loads. - Vertical crash decelerations canbe as large as
those in the longitudinal direction. Devices for reducing the vertical
blow felt by the passenger by permitting vertical seat distortion are
Iimitedto a distortion of about 8 inches, which represents the free space
between the seat pan and the floor. Further, the vertical seat deforma-
tion shouldbe protided in such away that the seat strength in other
directions is not reduced when this deformation occurs.

Elastic devices for giving the seat a natural freqpency in the ver-
tical direction couldbe designed according to the principles discussed
earlier. However, since the chances are that high vertical.decelerations
will appear only once in a crash, ekborate arrangements for accommodating -
the vertical deceleration are not justified.

The simplest devices for this service =e designed to deform under
the vertical load after it attains values approaching hman tolerance
limits of about 20 g’s. l?hemost useful force-deformationrelation is
illustrated in figure 22(a). This curve shuws that the vertical force
exerted by the passenger on the device holds constant at a high tolerable
value as the device defame. In this way the maximum vertical energy
absorption is attained within human tolerance.

One of the many possible devices for this service is shown in fig-
ure 22(b). The device consists of three concentric cylinders made of cor-
rugated sheet alurninm. Uhder a load of 20 g’s with a 200-pound pas-
senger the bellows-like cylinders collapse inelastically.

Swing studies of the effectivm.ess of these cylinders were conducted
with the seat mounted with its back parallel to the floor of the swing.
With this seat orientation the swing deceleration acts through the seat
in a direction pera13el to the spine of the dwmny whose torso is hori-
zontal in this experhnt. The data of figure 23 show that, whereas the
swing decelerationsreach a peak of 40 g’s, the deceleration of the
dmmyts hips leveled off at the design 20 g’s.

Seat performance in crash. - In crash study of seat Performance
both rigid and expertiental duplex seats with high prestress were used.

.*

In one crash of particular interest a high lateral and vertical decelera- ~
tion was developed.. A lateral load is one parallel to the fuselage floor
and perpendicular to the long axis of the fuselage..

..——— -. — —-. . . . — — . -
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The lateral airplane deceleration is shown in figure 24 along with
the hip and chest decelerations of dumies in rearward-facing rigid and
duplex seats. Because the pedestal of the duplex seat is cylindri-
cal it can also distort elastically in the lateral direction. The
lateral airplane deceleration reached a peak value of 22 gis in one di-
rection and 10 g‘s in the opposite direction. The hips of the dummy in
the rigid seat range between 30 g‘s in both directions, while for the
dummy in the duplex seat the hip decelerations lie between 30 and 12 gts.
A compardile advantage appears for the duplex seat for the chest
decelerations.

Unfortunately, the instrumentationfor the longitudinal decelerations
was destroyed in the crash and no comparison can be made.

The decelerations measured in the vertical direction in the same
crash are given in figure 25. The duplex seat was equi~ed with the
corrugated cylinders for absorbing the vertical blow. The vertical atr-
plane deceleration peaked at 77 gts. The seat pan of the rigid seat
failed in a downward direction after recording a deceleration of 45 g’s.
When this failure occurred, the dumy’s chest showed a momentary decel-
eration of about 52 g’s. The corrugated cylinders in the seat of the
duplex flexible seat held the vertical deceleration of the dummy’s hips
to 30 gts and the chest to 22 g~s. The high lateral deceleration that
accompanied this vertical deceleration caused nonuniform loading of the
concentric cylinders. The resulting unsymmetrical modification of cyl-
inders, shown in figure 26 caused them to stiffen as they deformed. The
higher-than-design deceleration of 30 g’s is attributed to this effect.
No dmibt a more suitable device of this type would avoid this effect.

A photograph of the rigid seat after crash is given in figure 27.
Failure of the seat pan and a diagonal.%race is evident. Failure of this
diagonal brace following seat-pan failure reduced the seat strength in a
horizontal plane. Failure of welds joining the ttlmlsr members of the
seat pedestal which followed the loss of the diagonal brace are difficult
to make out in the photograph.

When devices are used to reduce the vertical-blow, the seat should
not lose its ability to withstand a blow in a horizontal direction when
the vertical blow is absorbed. This principle was observed in the use
of the co~ated cylinder with the duplex seat shown in figure 26.
Collapse of the corrugated cylinder had no effect on the strength of the
remainder of the seat.

CONCIZJDINGREMARKS

a The discussion so far has dwelt on the ability of a seat to support
a passenger through a decelerationpike. No attempt was made to describe
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the passenger’s motion beyond the first decelerationpeak he experiences.
&

Formal mathematical solution of the equations of motion of the passenger
in a seat hating the elastic properties assumed here shows the passenger
in osci~tions through many peaks. These oscillations are what one
would expect of a simple elastic system of the type assumed for the seat
and passenger. In an actual seat there is some effective frictional g
damping in the system that rapidly dsmpens the passenger motion. Passen-
ger decelerationpeaks after the first sre of lower magnitude and some-
times do not occur at all. Motion pictures of the dummy passenger motion
and deceleration measurements taken during crash with instrumented dmmies
support this point.

D~ing action in the seat-passenger system mises from friction
between seat strnctursl elements that bear on each other and move when
the seat distorts under load, from high friction force between the pas-
senger and the seat as he slides within the limits applied by the belt,
and from the flexure of the passenger over his seat belt. Some of the
rebound kinetic energy of a passenger in a rearwsrd-facing seat is dissi-
pated in downwsrd flexure over the seat belt that compresses the passenger
against his thighs. This energy is no longer avaihble to drive the
oscillating system, and the amplitude of the deceleration peaks subsides.

.

In the duplex seat shown in figrme 18 the upper and lower sections of the
seat pedestal sre separated by a mibber mat. Friction work is produced
by the relative motion of the yedestal sections bearing with large force
on this rribbermat. This force is prodnced by the high prestress exerted ,
by the elastic band joining the two halves of the pedestal.

The effect of slack between the passenger and the seat was also
omitted from the analysis given esrlier. For a rearwsrd-facing yassenger
this slack is provided in psrt by the gap between the lower back of the
passenger and the seat back. Most people sit with the upper back in con-
tact with the seat, but with the lower back up to 4 inches away. The
lower, massive portion of the body must move through this distance before
it contacts the seat back. Also, the seat-back cushioning must be com-
pressed by the passenger before the main structnre of the hack feels the
passenger load. For the faw=d-facing passenger the seat slack appears
when the seat belt is worn loosely, when it slips in the buckle, and if
it stretches under load.

The the reqdred to displace the ~assenger until he comes into
snbstantial contact with the seat main structure permits the passenger
to acquire velocity with respect to his seat. This undesirable relative
velocity increases the magnitude of the peak seat deceleration over that
which is obtained in the absence of slack. +

Some appreciation fa the marked increase in seat decelerationwo-
vided by the slack can be obtained from the computed data of figure 28. *

Whereas the maximum seat deceleration when no slack is present never
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exceeds twice that of the airplane, the data of figure 28 show this ratio
to increase well beyond this value. When slack is present the ratio of
seat to airplane deceleration increases with seat natural frequency.
This ratio attains a value of ~ when the seat natural frequency is 17

cycles per second with an effective seat slack of 3 inches.

For a resrwerd-facing seat the cushioning provided for comfort is in
conflict with the sbility of the seat to hold in a crash. Some compromise
between comfort provided by this cushioning and sd?ety may be required in
the design of aft-facing seats. Id&wise, seat belts that slip or stretch
under low-load are to be avoided, perticulerl.yin forward-facing seats.

Deep seat-pan cushions introduce the same objectiomible slack in a
vertical direction. The use of extra seat cushioning, sometimes
practiced in fighter aticraft, increases the danger of back injuries in
a vertical deceleration puhe. A proper seat-pan cushion should compress
completely under the weight of the occupant and bring his btiocks in
mibstantial contact with the seat pan. The ilMsion of greater protection
provided by deep cushioning comes from sensations of codort experienced
when forces equal to the weight of the occupsnt are exerted. When these
forces grow to 10 and 20 times the occupant’s weight in a deceleration
pulse, the protection afforded by the deep cushion no longer exists.
Instead, the detrimental effects of slack appear as the occupant com-
presses the cushion and acquires velocity with respect to the seat pan he
will ultimately strike.

Methods of fastening seats to the airplane should be s~ject to a
critical engineering study. Current practice of fastening the seat to
the airplane fnselage wall and the floor exposes the seat to possible
failure when the atrphne structure between the fastening points distorts
in crash and shortens the distance between them. Even unoccupied seats
may be lost when this happens.

Seat fastenings must be able to support the seat design load and
must engage airplane structure that will not flex or break under this
load. Floor structure that flexes can seriously modify the effective
seat natural frequency and reduce the ability of the seat to support the
passenger.

The higher landing and takeoff speeds of airplanes like the jet
transport increase the probability that more than one principal deceler-
ationpulse will be experienced in a crash. For this reason the seat de-
signer should consider the residual stiength of a seat following a crash
deceleration pulse for which the seat is designed. The higher the
landing speed of the airplane, the higher this residual strength should

“
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be. A proposed description of the second deceleration is shown in table I “
for airplanes having a landing speed of 180 feet per second. The residual
stiffness should be high enough to serve in a second deceleration whose
primary and secondary pulse amplitudes have the values shown in the
appropriate columns. The pulse durations and rise times shouldbe the
same for the first and second decelerations. For the case”where AV is
equal to 180 feet per second in the first deceleration, no second deceler- g

ation will occur since the airplane has come to rest.

Lewis Flight Propulsion IAboratay
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics

Cleveland, Ohio, June 25, 1956

1. Anon.: A Comparative Study of P@e and Step-Type Loads on a Simple
Vibratory System. Tech. Rep. No. 16, Structural Dynamics, Vibration
Res. hb., School of Eng., Stanford Univ., Jan. 25, 1952. (Navy ..
Contract N6-ori-154, Task Order 1 (NR-035-033).)

.
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TABLE I. - DESIGN VALUES OF LONGITUDINAL

AIRPLANE DECELERATION PULSES

First deceleration

‘h3116pOti cargo

Av 50 80 130 180 50 80 130 180
I

Prmary

Msximum g~B 12 18 20 20 5 8 10 10

Pulse duration, sec 0.20 0.20 0.25 0.30 0.50 0.38 0.46 0.58

Rise time, sec Sine 0.06 0.045 0.03 Sine 0.10 0.08 0.06

Secondaxy

Maximum gcs 10 15 20 25 7 10 12 15

Pulse duration, sec 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.03 0.06 0.04 0.04 0.03

Second deceleration

Primary pulse, g’s 9 9 7 1 4 4 3 1

Secondary pulse, g’s 8 7 7 1 6 5 4 1
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Figme ~. - Seat-panfailure.
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